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the elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp is a popular software that gives access to whatsapp files for apple and android users. the tool comes with multiple options to access the whatsapp account for apple and android users. the need for basic understanding comes in when trying to figure out which best option to use for
the tool. in the elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp, we used the itunes backup. we have found this to be the most useful way to access the information for the tools involving apple. in the tool, we clicked on the apple icon and pressed the option to load the itunes/icloud backup. we clicked on the iphone 8 device and

entered the password for the encrypted backup. it took about thirty-two seconds to download, but it can vary due to the size of the download. the elcomsoft phone viewer is the program to access your iphone, blackberry, and microsoft accounts. the tool gives multiple options to access the account information. the need
for basic understanding comes in when trying to figure out which best option to use for the tool. we used the itunes backup to download the iphone account to our desktop. after doing so, we clicked on itunes backup and chose the iphone 8 device. then we allowed access to all information from the iphone. after typing

in the encrypted passcode, it took only twenty-seven seconds to download the itunes backup and get access to the main interface of the tool. the time can vary due to the size of the backup. after using the elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp, we would rate it a 3, or novice. the tool gives multiple ways to access the
whatsapp account for apple and android users. depending on the device, the user needs some knowledge of the device and the best way to download the accounts. for the elcomsoft explorer for whatsapp, we used the itunes backup. we have found this to be the most useful way to access the information for the tools

involving apple. in the tool, we clicked on the apple icon and pressed the option to load the itunes/icloud backup. we clicked on the iphone 8 device and entered the password for the encrypted backup. it took about thirty-two seconds to download, but it can vary due to the size of the download.
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